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FREE ACCESS TO IDEAS AND FULL. FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

VOL. XXXVI I, No. 18

General Assembly
ToheHeldWednesday
A controversy has arisen in
the past thirteen days concerning the destruction of a display
mannequin and the calling of a
General Assembly as a result.
The Assembly is scheduled for
tomorrow at 3 o'clock.
One hour and ten minutes of
a three hour and ten minute
senate meeting were spent disentitled
a ·report
cussing
on Campus
Report
"Special
Morals." This report was begun
Steve Solomon,
by President
and the rest of the senators
eventually joined in the discussion.
Steve reviewed the series of
events which began the previous
Thursday evening with the mutilation of the mannequin in the
men's lounge. A group of
campus leaders, the presidents
of the classes and service organizations and other interested
students, met to discuss this dig,.
traction on Friday afternoon in
the senate room.
.--------------,

Th•Is Week •m R. I.

TUES., MARCH 9
Brownbrokers presents an
original musical comedy in
at
Faunce House Theatre
8:30 p.m. The play will continue for six nights.
Recital
Music
Chamber
with Daniel Desaulniers at 1
p.m. in Little Theatre.
WED., MARCH 10
Distinguished Film Series
"A Place in the
presents
Sun" in Roberts Hall at 3:30
p.m. and Amos Assembly
'
Room at 7:30 p.m.
THURS., MARCH 11
James Farmer, national director of CORE will speak
at 1 p.m. in Amos Assembly
Room.
Series
Religious Lecture
with Rev. John Limberakis
p.m.
1
at
Lounge
in Alumni
Coffee Hour at the International House with French
Consul M. de la Villesbrunne
at 8 p.m.
College·
Island
Rhode
"Blood
presents
Theatre
by F. Garcia
Wedding"
8:15
at
Lorca in Roberts Hall
p.m. The play will continue
through Saturday.
FRI., MARCH 12
Hootenanny at InternationHouse at 8 p.m.
"Information Processing in
School-Aged Children" will
be discussed by Professor J erome Kagan of the Harvard
Department of Social Relations in a lecture sponsored
jointly by RIC and Rhode IsAssocialand Psychological
tion. Amos Assembly Room
at 8:15 p.m.
Theatre
House
Faunce
presents the movies: "Saturday Night and Sunday Morning" at 7 p.m.; "A Taste of
Honey" at 9 p.m. Admission
of 35c each show.

CORE's James Farmer
To A-ddress Studen.ts

at
Through the discussion
this meeting, which President
Solomon was invited to but unable to attend, these campus
leaders decided that a General
Assembly should be called Tuesday to place the problem before
(Continued oi:i Page 5)

Mr. James Farmer, 1Jhe National Director for the Congress
of Racial Equality, will address
the Rhode Island Co11ege student body at 1 p.m. on Thursday, !March 11 in Roberts Hall.
M!r. Farmeir will speak on his
recent trip through Africa, civil
rights changes in 1965, and the
death of '.Malcolm X and its relation to the white and Negro
community.
Mr. Farmer, who is being
sponsored by IJ1hode Island Studen,ts for Equality in conjunction with tlhe 'Commibtee on
Out of twenty candidates, Civil Rights of student governSandra Goren was selected Best ment, is appearing as part of a
Dressed Girl of Rhode Island drive to raise funds for national
to
College. The judging was done CORJE. RlIS'E is attempting
by a committee which included
tl:ie four class secretaries among
its several members. The committee .met with the girls at
oµ
center
dining
Donovan
Thurs., March 4, 1965 to interview them.
There were five representaBy Lillian Ruggieri
tives from each class, who were
On March 11, 12 and 13, a
chosen by nominations at class
1meetings.
candi- very different type of produc"'!'he twenty
dates were as follows: from tion will be presented by the
· Rhode Island College Theatre.
B
·
M
·
th e sentor
ea t·m1,
ana
c1ass,
Lillian Cooper, Sandra Goren, It is Lorca's Blood Wedding,
Diane Pace, and Marcia Siniak; directed by Miss Ella Smith,
junior class, Mary McCarthy, scenery, lighting, and technical
Marilyn Shephard, Nancy Swift, effects by Mr. Roger Klaiber.
Barbara Bassett, and Pamela
The play itself is a flowing
Tencher; sophomore class, Paula combination of realism, poetry,
Jane
Marzilli,
Sandra
Anderson,
and symbolism showing Lorca
McAloon, Aurise Ryan, and at his best. It is done entirely
Jeanne Demers; freshman class, on platforms,
with different·
Ann Marie Macehey, Pat Macer- areas of the stage lit to repreone, Paula Pellicione, Janice
different scenes.
Talbot, and Cathey O'Malley. sent the
The scenery technique used
All of the girls were fine repreis brand new to any Rhode Issentatives for the contest.
Mr.
land college production.
Klaiber has constructed a "Lin\
which will
nebach Projector"
project the scenery onto a back
'Loyalists' Next
drop, creating various imaginaFaculty Colloquium tive effects, from multicolored
and vibrant to subdued and
At 1:00 today, in Amos Lec- hazy.
ture Hall, there will be a
As the title suggests, Blood
Faculty Colloquim. Dr. Walsh
and
will preside and discuss a small Wedding is an emotional the
set in
facet of her doctoral thesis. Tbe violent tragedy,
The
title of the· Co[loquim is "Social S p a n i s h country side.
peasants
Effects of the Revolution Upon characters are simple soil and
It will who live to till their
the Town of Boston."
They are a
deal mainly with the social lead- raise their crops.
people,
ers of Boston both before and warm and emotional
tradition. When
after the Revolution It has been steeped in their
broken, violentan historically traditional view that tradition is
, as it is in
that when the Loyalists left Bos- ly and passionately , they are
ton with the British army they Blood W e d d i n g
vacated many pisitions orf social shocked and horrified.
themselves
leadership and thus created a
The characters
social vacuum.
contribute to Lorca's symbolism.
by Donna
played
After a close scrutiny of the The Mother,
travelings and affairs of many Brown, is a tense, tragic figure
of tlhese Loyallist families, Dr. throughout the play. Consoled
Walsh was surprised to discover by the Neighbor Women, played
that the·re never really existed by Diane Cellani. The Mother is
any so,.called "vacuum." Indeed pre-occupied with thoughts of
there was a remarkable degree her dead husband and son, and
of contiuuity in Boston's social centers her whole life around
leadership from the Colonial to her one remaining son, The
played by Ted
At the Bridgegroom,
the Federalist period.
The Bridegroom is a
Col1oquim Dr. Walsh will give Ford.
reasons for this c01I1.tinuity and go o d , honest, hard-working
explain the events which fol- young man, in love with the
lowed the Loyalist evacuation df Bride, portrayed by Mary-Ann
DiNunzio. She is basically a
1776.

SandraGoren
BestDressed

such tactics as freedom rides,
sit-ins, stand-ins, and m o r e
recently the jail-ins.
Mr. Farmer was one of the
group that founded CORE in
1942. He was its first National
Chairman and became its National Director in 1961. In the
spring of 1961, he led CORE's
first freedom ride; as a result
he was he•ld in Mississippi jails
for more than a month. Farmer
has also worked for the Fellowthe
df 'Reconciliation,
ship
NAACP, and several labor
unions.
From his home town in Marshall, Texas, Mr. Farmer attended Wiley College and attained
a B.S. degree in chemistry at
From
the age of eighteen.
Howard University in Washington, D. C., he earned the degree
of Bachelor of Divinity in 1941,
however he declined ordination
to the Methodist ministry. Re'.Methodist
the
calling · that
dhurch in the South was then
segregated, he says, "I didn't
(Continued on Page 5)
good girl as her father, played
says,
by Mr. Calvin Tillotsin,
passion
a
with
but she is filled
she cannot overcome in her love
for Leonardo, played by Marcel
Duhamel, her former sweetheart who later married another
woman played by Michael Ann
A pair of examinations deTalbot. Leonardo's wife knows
that she has lost her husband's signed to reduce the present
love, and tries with Jean Ber- contingent of 40 College Bowl
by about one-gantini, as her mo'l11er to accept quarterfinalists
half were announced today by
her position.
Ara E. Dosturian, head ooach
The remainder of the cast are for Rl:C's College Bowl project.
Moon,
The
basically symbolic.
Both exams will consist of 40as a woodcutter, played by Don minute College Bowl-type quesBenway; Death as a begger- tions given orally, with conwoman, Mrs. Arlyne Harrower; testants answering in writing.
Greg the first test will be g,iven Wedthe three Woodcutters,
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 5)

solicit contributions for National Core, and in conjunction
with student senate is donating
a minimum of .one hundred and
fifty dollars to this organization.
RISE has invited any other organization who would like to
help RJISE with a contribution
for National CORE to contact
of
Judy Oliver, co-chairman
Rll'SE.
A relatively new organization,
the Congress of Racial Equality
has gained the most enthusiastic
support of young Negroes in
their struggle for civil rights,
especiallJ.y in 1Jhe South. Under
the leadership of its national
director, James Farmer, CORE
has pioneered successfully in

Wedding"
lorca's·"Bl.ood
d Week
to be Pres,entethis

CollegreBo,wl
Carrieson

Maryann Di Nunzio as the Bride and Marcel Duhamel as
Leonardo in a scene from "Blood Wedding."
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· No Confidence!!
In past Anchor editorials it has
given the newspaper m~h iplea..sureand
pride to compliment and point out the
progress and achievements of Rhode
Island CO!llege students, manifested in
the iprogress and achievements of the
clubs and organizations to which they
belong. Sadly, this year, one organization, which technically should have been
the leader in this resurgence of student
achievement and leaders1hip has had to
be omitted. This organization is the
Rhode Island Cofiege student senate.
It is hard to ;place a finger on just
what i:s wrong with student government
on the RIC campus, or why it has--remained a laggard where other campus
organizations have taken the initiative
and the lead. Certainly it started out
with the right 'spirit in September, the
spirit which was to be dedicated to the
process of attempting a beginning in the
area of solving pressing and important
campus prolblems. It seemed well organized, it seemed very serious, and
most important it seemed well led. Increasingly throughout the first semester the opposite of this became clealj,
and since the beginning of t'he second
semester it has become obvious to anyone who might wish to sit in on Wednesday evenin'g senaite meetings. It
seems neither well O!rganized, very
serious nor well led at this, point. Why?
Certain observations might well be
made. Senate suippose<l'ly functions according to a.n agenda, des~gned to· make
meetings quicker and moce efficient.
The last two meetings have been
neither, with last week's running three
hours and ten minuter,. Senate COlmillittees are suipposed to handle impoota.nt
campus ,proiblems. It ;is difficult to ~ay
whether senate hrus really adldressed itself to any importail!t campus problems
this year. Certainly we are not trying
to degrade the accomplishments of student government. The im.µressive Kennedy Memorial Service and the letters
to the peo[Ple of Coota Rica and
~ells were impressive
Ambassador
also. But though they come before important campus prO!blem:s, or simply
along with them? We feel the runswer is
Olbvious.
We seem to be · running. into the
same impasse that has senate in past
years, the failure of a:ddress itself to the
larger campus issues, the real prolblems.
Since the 'beginning of the year, for
example, the Anchor has taken uip the
followmg issues: t'he ultimate ,goal of
Rhode faland College, as well as the
problem of the ever present Coillege
"imaige ;" the need for a re-structured
finance committee; the need for a restructured class !System; the need for
inveistigation of the food services; the
need for a more effective means of
curbing vandalism; the need for change
and investigation in the area of student
wages; the need for a more effective
means of organizing curriculums ; t'he
aJbsurdity of the method of awarding
graduation "honors;" the need for a
realization of a more intellectual and
honoraJble Rhode Lsland College campus
atmosphere, ws well ais the importance
of academic freedom to the student. We
chal1ooge that the Rhode Island College
student government has addressed itself to few of these "larger" issues. We !
don't consider it an answer fO!r student
senate to appoint a committee with a
very impressiive sounding name to study
these issues. Appointment of a committee does not mean solving of a problem.
with
Still they content themselves
trivia, "turtle races," "congratulations,"
frui.tless investigations and the like.
Several observations can be made
rubout why this has occurred. From an
analysis of the last senate meeting, the

problem could lie in the fact that severnl
problems exist within that body itself.
Foremost among them is a certain
amount of hostility among the senate
a,pmembers, and most important,
parently between the members and the
senate ,president. Second, there is an unus,lljal amount of confusion, iperhru[Psbecause of the size, of t'he ibody. Third,
there is an apparent lack of interest, or
perhaps just a ·I!ackof knowledge aJbout
·issues or even parliamentary procedure.
Interested people would certainly feel it
necessary to pay attention to what is
going on, what is !being said, and how
conclusions are lbeing reac'h,ed. Yet none
of this was apparent at the last senate
meeting.
H01Wever, it must also be observed
that there are some interested and competent senate members who are truly
aware of s,tudent and campus issues.
Curiously aJbsent from these is the student government president. At the beginning of the first semester he sh'OWed
sigTIJSof getting the s·enate moving, yet
it still sits in its inexoosible lethargy.

Certainly the issues t'hait have to be
studied; that should be studied 'by the
RIC student government could 'be channeled through him if they were not atAptacked in the various committees.
parently this has not been the_ caJSe.
Surely an interes,ted and let'haric student g()!Vernment could be given a b_it
of incentive if assigned a certam
amount of respons.ilbiility or ,the grooving
is sues .. It ,is not a president's duty to delegate responsilbil'ity? And certainly a
genuine interest in Rhode faland College
and Rhode Island CoNege s•tudents c'ouO'd
_be transmitted by a student governmerut
president more realistically in touch
. with that college and that student body.
But this has not been the case.
The initiative has ibeen seized by
other students, not necessarily considered the "leaders" on the campus.
The excitement, intellectual and otherwise, is ,coming from all corners of the
Rhode ls,land College campus. Unfortunately it is not commg from the
conference room on the balcony of the
Main Lounge in the Student Center.
1

Students Exploited
A serious situation existis at Rhode
Island College and its sister institutions, the state urnversity and the
junior college. Beca:use of theiir personal
financial situations many college stu-·
dents are forced to work a num:ber of
hours every week in 011der to finance
their college education and some of the
simple amenities of college life, sue'h as
an occasional date or dance, transportation, a cla:ss ring, a bottle of lbeeir, or a
meal of anything other than Dining
Services grinders.
The most obvious and convenient
place for a student to look for a jolb is
at the College. If he is lucky enough to
get a jOlb on campus, the needy student
soon discovers that he is WOirking twice
rus many hours as he should be, his
marks are suffering, he is unalble to
talre part in any actirvities or attend any
school ;programs, and his pockets are
stil1.emp,ty. The reason for such a deplorable condition is obvious---,g,tudents,
performing valuaNe services to the college, often of a skilled work nature, are
paid at tJhe disgusting rate of ninety
cents an hour. Eventually the student is
forced to find ·outs:ide work where he is
paid a wa,ge more consistent with his
As a result becaUJSe of odd
talents.
difficulties
hours and transiportation
with his new job the student's marks
suffer even more, and he is further
withdra,wn from the college community.
Of course, there are various federal
and state loans and scholarships and
the new federal work-study plan. These
plans are availaJbTe to some needy students, ibut they only ena,ble a student to
If the
go to college without starving.
student desires any "lmrnries," ho,wever, he must continue to work, resultsituation.
ing in the aforementioned
Therefore the prolblem i'S still to secure
a fair wage consistent with the services
performed.
A certain College authority rather
proudly (or defensively) point~d to the
fact that some student workers on the
campus were paid $1.00 per hour. Surely enough to put one on "Easy Street"
for the remainder of one's life. $1.00 an
hour is rather like offerirug a Band-Aid
for first-aid to a double amputee. Also
the policy for paying this rate is rather
hit-or-miss. It is usually up to an individual department Oil' organization to
pay this extra wage and some of these
jdbs require the least amount of work
and skill while more difficult positions
are among the lowest paid. Almost any

college student can perlorm the simple
or sell
required,
secreta;rial tasks
tickets, but there is a shortage of workers for joibs requiring trainiing.
The Congress of the Uni,ted States
and the General Assembly of Rhode
Island decided some time ago that the
minimum fair living wage should be
$1.25 per hour. Are the honorable members of these bodies s:uch fools that they
believe a worker eats les s because he
happens to work for a s1chool or hospital, or is it simply that somebody's
values are all messed up? In addition
mouthdngs and
despite hypocricital
pious pro,t,eistations of cOlllCernsfor student weiJfare by administrators, trustees
and legislators it is Olbvious that these
authorities are more concerned with ~btaining coolie lalbor for the colleges.
While it is the philooophy on most
campuses to offer worthwhile work and
~ages to student needing finaI11Cialhelp,
1t aippears that thep ractice in Rhode
Is:land's institutions seems to ibe to exploit students who need money. As
proof of this conscienceless exploiitation
we offer the follo:wmg not too hypothetical example: S'Uippose two students
earning a combined $1.80 per hour,
could ,be replaced by a full~time worker
paid $1.50 per hour or more. The Colleg~
has repeatedly hired the full-time worker, and two more students searched the
want Ads. Often the administration's
answer to a student's financial problem
is, "If you really need money badly why
don't you drop out for a couip,Ie of
years?"
;propose that the
We therefore
Rhode Island Legislature pa:ss and the
Bo1:rd o~ '.Trustees of State Coi11egesand
Umversihes adopt a resolution on student wage scales similiar to that enacted f<_>rthe student workers at the University_ of Co:nnectkut. The Connecticut
~esolut10n stipulates that the series of
Jdb classifications based on the type
of w~rk perf?rmed be retained and that
salar!e.s c◊:ntmue to be paid according to
classrr~icat10n. More to the point, how~ver, is the range of wages as outlined
m th e la:w, from $1.25 pe,r hour to more
th an twice what any RIC student can
ear_n on _campus here. In addition, Connec_ticut !S o~y one examp,le of nationW1de raises rn pay for student workers
But th~n, our turnout-of-the-century
wages is only one moi"e example of
dragging
~hode_ Island's bureaucracy
its anchor.
1

THE AN!CHOR-MA:RCH

On Aca,demic Fre,e,dom

Official College Notices

The following article was
submitted to us by Mr. George
Levesque, the Assistant Dean of
Men at the University of Ottawa in Ottawa, Canada. Mr.
Levesque, a 1962 graduate of
Rhode Island College, is a
weekly subscriber to the "Anchor" and requested that this
article be printed. The "Anchor" feels that the article will
be of interest to the Rhode Island College community. For
more information consult "The
Providence Journal" of February 1, 1965, and the "Anchor,"
February 9, 1965.

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT-1964
WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

New Jobs will be available during the Summer and
school year for students who are eligible. Under this Program, the only students eligible are those whose own resources and those of the family are in the low-income group.
If you are interested, fill out an appllication card ava/1able in Dr. Dono,van's office.
F1RED J. DONOVAN
SCHOLARSHIP

AID FOR THE ACADEMIC

3

9, 1965

YEAR 1965-6

All students who wish to seek scholarship aid for the
coming year are asked to pick up their applications from
Mrs. Williams in the Deiln of Students Office. These scholarships are the Rhode Island College Scholarship ranging
from $100 to complete tuition and fees of $245. The scholarships are granted from a percentage of the income which is
received from the college fee. Scholarship aid is granted on
the basis of academic index and financiall need.
Renewals for Rhode Island State Scholarship Loans will
be announced at a later date when the college is notified
by the Educational Testing Services and Director of the
State Scholarship Program. Deadline for receipt of applications for scholarship help is March 31. Students will be
notified ()If the outcome before the end of the present
academic year.
DQiR:OTHYR. MIERZWA
Quarterfinalists in the Rl]C College Bowl competition
will take additional exams on Wednesday, March 10, at 3
p.m. in the Demonstration Room in Clarke Science Building and again on Wednesday, 'March 17, at 3 p.m. in the
same place. Contestants must take both exams to proceed
i
further in the competition.
JAMES H. B]S!SLAND

Parking on property of Children's Center is illegal.
There have been complaints by car owners regarding things
stolen. Children Center authorities want no more complaints - no mare trespassing on the part of Rhode Island
College students. Oars will be tagged.
F1RED J. DONOVAN

plus Faculty Student
Committee, etc.
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Limon
Jos,e
In Re-view

By Carol Bergantini
The Fine Arts Committee,
One can examine the credi- which only last semester prebility of Professor Comery's sented such top flight performcontention on the basis of other ers as Judith 4-Tiderson, the
information found in the study Modern Jazz Quartet and Grant
cited. When the 105 institu- Johannson, has scored again.
tions were asked: "Do you take This time with today's most
the position that student chief widely known dancer and choeditors . . . must accept full re- reograhper, Jose Limon. Not
sponsibility and the penalties only is Mr. Lim'on known
every- throughout the United States
for poor judgment-for
thing that appears in the pub- through his positions as direclications they edit? The re- tor of th,e New York State
sponses were:
Theatre, teacher at Juilliard
No answer given, 4; School of Music, and dancer for
As I read Dr. Comery's views Yes, 99;
Doris Humphrey, but he is inin No 2.
"On Academic Freedom
Fundamentally, of course, the ternationally recognized through
R. I.," and the reply to it in the
Anchor, a warm glow of satis- question as it concerns the his U. S. sponsored world tours
faction seized me. I had long practical every day administra- in which he and his troupe rep"a university tion of the college or university resent the culture of America.
that
realized
"A Choreographic Offering,"
which does not produce contro- is a legal one. In an essay
versy is probably a dring in- entiltled: "A -Study of the Liabil- was a fascinating and masterful
InEducational
State
a
of
ity
Although it was perwork.
stitution, for its students and
faculty accept, but do not inves- stitution for the Torts of its formed on a completely bare
or
tigate the world that is around Student Press," Robert C. Boffa, stage, without backdrop
them." Having bee!} away from Columbia University School of props, the audience could never
my Alma Mater since 1962, it Law, concludes thus: "it ap- feel the need of them. From
was reassuring to learn through pears obvious that in the over- the moment the first nine
the stage,
entered
the exchange that Rhode Island whelming number of situations dancers
College was in good health and a public educational institution through the solos, duets, trios
doing fine. It is hoped, that faces no real threat of liability and finale, whether there was
the few remarks I have on for the torts which may res4lt one performing or sixteen, the
points discussed in both articles from student press activiti'es. stage was filled with something
will be further testimony to our The successive barriers of state more then mere people in leosovereign immunity, immunity tards.
good health.
and general
The very abstract music of
In his essay, Dr. Comery as- from tort liability, of students
serts that, "the college authori- non-liability for acts the argu- Bach was the perfect complement to Limon's brand of modties are clearly in the position render unconvincing
press ern dance·. For "Yith it, the
of publishers, and the right of ment that the student
in order to dancers were never reduced to
press freedom belongs to them must be controlled liability."
mimicry or narratipn. Limon's
and not to the student editors.'' save the state from
Dr. Comery further takes is- love of the formal was often in
Unfortunately, research on this
very question reveals no such sue with Professor McLoughlin, evidence, as the dancers perA study conducted as well as the unnamed au- formed in a manner analogous
certainty.
by the University of Delaware thors of the U.R.I. statement to individual instruments in an
each instrument
in 1961, "Supervision and Con- ground that both of these are orchestra erroneous -vre- playing exactly li:ke the others
trol- of ~tut:lent Publications," based "on-the
this mise that the students' freedorr. of its kind and related to all
John E. Hocutt-posed
to 105 institutions of expression on campus de- the other instruments in such
question
(Brown and U.R.I. included): rives from their Constitutional a way that it forms a pattern.
The perfect body tone and
"Whom do you consider to be right to free speech." Profes(with preroga- sor Comery is apparently not control exhibited by each perthe publisher
tives of the publisher of a city aware of it, "but recently a former was most evident in
newspaper or national maga- new legal protection for acad- their seeming lack of fatigue.
Often one person remained onzine) of student publicatio:qs on
emic freeddm has been emerg- stage through many movements,
your campus?
acathat
view
29 ing. It is the
yet his body was never heavy.
The University/ College
Student Body
11 demic freedom is fully protect- It was difficult not to question
Student Government
12 ed by our Constitution's first whether they were supported
by unseen wires, like marionAssociation
0 amendment guarantee of free- ettes, or perhaps tiny rollerThe Faculty
d6m of speech, press and asso- skates to move them along so
The School or Dept.
of Journalism
3 ciation. This notion is current- smoothly. But no, they were
The Faculty Student
ly being developed by the' Su- only people, who through years
(Continued on Page 4)
Committee of Student
29 preme Court. A paper by ProPublications
(ProfesMurphy
William
fessor
1
Trustees of the Institution
on Academic Freedom on the
Other
The
(Continued on Page 5)
Fa~ulty Adviser, Univ.
Sheepherder & Cain

105

"DonJuan--i-nHelr'~-

1

TheatreMasterpiece
By Deborah Wholey
Is it possible to present suc- yearns to use his mind in "the
cessfully a plotless play with no working ()If helping Life in its
action except by the mere vocal struggle upward."
presentation of ideas? This was
In contrast to his vision of
the question and ultimately the Heaven is the concept preached
Trinity by the Devil, in the person of
the
that
challenge
Square Playhouse has under- William Cain, and the Statue of
taken with its production of Don Gonzalo played by F. Frank
George Bernard Shaw's "Don Lucas. Mr. Cain competently
Juan in Hell," the dream se- portritys the g e n t 1 em an 1 y,
quence from the lengthy "Man pleasure-happy
and
Lucifer
and Superman." And it is with brings almost a logical ring to
pride and satisfaction that they the Devil's philosophy. Mr. Cain
can be assured of the merit of has some outstanding moments
their labors. For they have as he is 1wallowing in his discusshaped this philosophical dis- sion of Man's pursuit qf death
cussion drama into an exciting and destruction.
and capth;ating evening.
Mr. Lucas as Don Gonzalo,
The lack of conventional the rather shallow, devoted folprops in the formalized setting lower of the Devil's legion of
that might have proved static pleasure seekers, does not seem
and boring has not hampered to bring as much enthusiasm to
the actors in any way. All the his roles as might be expected.
zest and wit found in Shaw's Yet there are moments in his
words are giving fulfillment by dialogue concerning his life as a
the Trinity Company. Richard lover that are performed outKneeland as Don Juan, the standingly.
Barbara Orson gives a most
cynic, gives a spirited performand effective performance as Ana,
ance full of meaning
of the
personification
the
marked with brilliance.
Woman who sees herself as the
Juan, tired of flesh and blood Mother of the Earth. Miss Orson
pleasures, seeks the ultimate issues Ana's beliefs and ideas
meaning of rife through intel- on the woman's role in marriage
lectual meditation. Placed in with charming determination
hell, he is overwhelmed by which holds the interest of her
boredom for this is the place of audience.
the unreal "vulgar pursuit of
Thus this sustalning of the
Juan wishes to
happiness."
the key
leave this place of placidity and audience's interest is
the production's success. The
to
smugness; he seeks Heaven s~ea lively
ing it as a place of reality actors have combined
interpretation
- filled
where man can exercise his will gesture lively pace. In fact at
in exploring the potential of with a
sustain the
the mind. He feels deeply that times, in a effort to
(Continued on Page 4)
Life is wasting itself and he

two one act pla.ys In the
Chapel Hall of

Central Congregational
Church
SUNDAY,
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4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
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0
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Class of '67
11:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
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DefeatedH,ere; India: Land and People
D,ebators

in NYCTourneySecond ·Topic of Series
Triumph
'March 4th, at

Marilyn Graff, the first

af-

The second

lecture

in the as a man who "brings a large farmlands. There is still a lack
in many

Last Thursday,
social of prope,r irrigation
the
on
rue forty students watc!b.ed the firmative, gave reasons why the series on "'India: Traditional perspective respect
to both man areas, however.
was sciences in
rue Debate Team challenge the national government should es- Culture in Transition"
Pl; Debate Team on the resolution that "The federal government should establish a national
program of public works for the
'Marilyn Graff
unemployed."
aind Diana De Santis were the
first and second affirmative
speakers for REC. Rod Campbell
and Charles Downey were the
first and second negative speakers for PC. David Gendreau,
President of the Debate Club,
was the moderator. Mrl Anghinetti, Professor of English at
rue, was the judge.
The debate consisted of four,
m i n u t e constructive
eight
sueeches which were given by
each of the four speakers. After
a brief intermission each speaker presented a four minute rebuttal speech. Prof. Anghinetti
judged the debators on their
plan of the case, their proof of
the case, their adaptation to opposition and their persuasiveness. The debate was won by
PC witJh a c'l.ose spread of three
points i,n a 34-3~ decision.

tablish a public works program
for the unemployed. Diana De
Santis, second affirmative, gave
a plan of action that the national government could establish
for the unemployed. Rod Campbell, first negative, opposed
Marilyn Graff, presenting reasons why the federal government doesin's need to establish
such a program. Charles Downey, second negative, opposed
Diana De Santis by presenting
reasons why her plan would be
ineffective.
The PC Debate Te,am based
their opposition on the findings
that there is a re[atively low
number of people in the ranks
of the unemployed. This would
not necessitate a national program of public work for the unemployed. The PC debaters es,.
timated the amount of the un~
employed people to be half of
the actual amount that was defined by the RJllC debaters as
people who were in the ranks
(Continued on Page 5)

[luh News
round players are paired with
OMEGA CHI EPSILON
New officers have been elect- opponents who have the same
ed. They are: president, Susan score. In each event, the player
Jacovono; vice president, Kathscore at the
corresponding with the best point
leen Pacheco;
secretary, Angela Pantalena; re- end of five rounds will be the
cording secretary, Vivian Cote; winner.
Results in the first round foltreasurer, Marcia Wilson; social
committee chairman, Carol Rod- low. In Section I, Hirons 1,
owicz; 0. B. representative, Lil- Armita-ge O; Dr. Laferriere 1,
lian Cooper; projects chairman, Fain 0; Pilkington 1, Holden
Sally Stover; historian, Angela 0; and Berube 1, Kurbec 0. The
Pantalena; parliamentarian, Lil- Yidiaris - Ford game is adlian Ruggieri; pledgemistress, journed, and will be played off
Lillian Cooper; sunshine com- before the second round starts.
Section II games had these remittee, Kathy Reynolds.
sults: Wilson 1, Recupero 0;
Pledge
1965
Members of the
Mickus 1, Camara 0; McIntyre
are:
Epsilon
Chi
Omega
Class of
1, Rowan 0; and Van· NieuwenRosalie Ames, Carolyn Alban- huize 1, Barry 0. · Graves had a
Angelese, Jane Hartmann,
bye.
Anne Holland, Joyce Smith,
The RIC Chess Club Library
Phyllis St. Germain, Nancy Barry, Cheryl Clement, Hope Cola- will be available to club memvito, Patricia Gil, and Annette bers for use starting on March
Also, there are the 11. Seventeen paperback chess
Henault.
Homsany, books, including b e gin n e rs'
Sandra
following:
Margaret Mowry, P a t r i c i a texts, volumes devoted to openO'Brien, Roseanne Lambrese, ing, middle-game, and endMaureen Thornton, Lucille Ai- game theory, and game collecdala, Cynthia Di Sano, Bette tions, comprise the initial volAnne Le Fort, Marcia Mallette, umes of the club library. These
Kathleen books will be available on a
McConnan,
Mary
O'Connor, Jean Simonelli, Jane one-week loan basis to all club
Sweeney, Joan Sweeney, Bar- members, and be borrowed at
bara Christ ,and Marie Cotnoir. club meetings, or from Dr Harold Benjamin, the RIC Chess
* *
Club advisor, at his office in
TEAM
RIFLE
Adams Library.
Dr. J. George O'Keefe has arThree matches remain for
ranged for the R.I.C. Rifle Club
R. I. Chess
to compete in the 34th Annual RIC'S team in the 12, the opR i f 1 e League. On March
Championship
State
Park View
Matches to be held at the Win- ponent is the strong
19, RIC
chester Club House in New Ha- foursome; on March
and in
ven, Conn., on March 13. This takes on New Bedford,
1965
event is sponsored by the Con- the final match of the meet
·necticut State Rifle and Revol- season, RIC's Chessmen
the awesome squad from Brown
ver Association, Inc.
University II. With a present
and a
match score of 2½-2½,
CHESS CLUB
game score of 9-11, RIC will
Nineteen players are partici- be out for the chess blood of
pating in the two sections of all three remaining opponents
the Rhode Island College Chess in order to finish second or
Championship, which started on third in their division.
Thursday, _March 4. In Section
I, where the tournament games
ORTHODOX CLUB
will be rated by the Rhode Is- EASTERN
The Eastern Orthodox Club
land Chess Association, there
are ten entries; in Section II, will hold a study today, March
for the relative newcomers, nine 9, at 1:00 p.m. in the Library
Both conference room. All club memplayers are competing.
sections are being run on a Swiss bers are urged to make every
System basis, where in each effort to attend.

given on February 3 in the
Amos Assembly Hall by Dr.
Demitri B. Shimkin. Dr. Shimkin is a graduate of the University of California. He is now
an instructor at the University
of Illinois where he is a joint
professor of anthropology and
geography.
The chairman of the Social
Science division, 'Miss Marion B.
Wright, introduced Dr. Shimkin

and the land."
iJhl appearance, Dr. Shimkin
is a tall man of generous proportions. With a sweep of his
arm he easily covered the large
map of India that was placed
prominently to the right 1of the
speakers' lectern.

...
Limon
(Continued from Page 3)
of discipline, had achieved perfect freedom and control.
"Messa Brevis" the troupe's
second offering was even more
moving than the first. A deeply religious presentation, the
dance symbolized man's closeness to God, through misery,
defeat and uplifting. In it Limon
gave a particularly warm and
lyric performance as an observer who first watches the
prayers of villagers in a war
mangled church, then when it
is deserted, finds God in it himself.
The most unforgettable part
of the concert was not the
unique composition, nor imaginative choreopraphy, nor the
highly disciplined presentation
of the group. It was the brilliance and enthusiasm of each
dancer. The joy they found in
their work was obvious whether
they performed as a group or
solo. The stage presence of Jose
Limon, Louis Falco and Betty
Jones commanded the audience's attention, and kept it
riveted there.

Dr. Demitri B. Shimkin

He began his talk by asserting that India is a land that is
quite rich in natural resources
that remain, as yet, largely underdeveloped. For example, he
pointed to the Mohandi River
Basin in Northeast India as containing iron -deposits. There is
also oil in West Pakistan and
in the
materials
radioactive
area of Hyderabad.

Dr. Shimkin emphasized the
importance of the Himalayas on
the present predominantly agricultural economy of India. It is
because of this huge mountain
chain on the northeastern borders of India that the rains of
(Continued from Page 3)
the summer monsoon are dithe waters of the
Andreozzi, Dick Manley, and verted into the Indus rivers,
Carl Ruggero; the Wedding Ganges and
life-giving water to the
Guests, Frank Rabideau, John bringing
Jerimiah, Ray Beausanjour, Lillian Ruggieri, Deborah Wholey;
and the Young Girls, Margaret
Henry, Jackie Charlin, and Mary
Quinn. These three groups make
up a modern "Greek Chorus."
Senior Liberal Arts Stu•
The poetry of the Wedding
dents undecided about fuGuests builds to a joyful climax,
ture vocational plans are reand the constant presence' of minded that the guidance
and
guitar music, composed
a
are initiating
services
played by John Jerimiah, adds
placement service for those
the
of
gaity
and
to the mood
not preparing to be teachers.
wedding. However, the underStudents interested may
tones of imminent tragedy are
stop in Room 108, Student
always there.
Center, and speak with Mr.
Nichols. Seniors in EducaThe entire play, filled with
its poetry I and symbolism, is tion not going into teaching
are also invited to inquire.
very worthwhile and a definite
"must" to see.

Theatre.

NOTICE

Another problem effecting
the predominantly agricultural
economy of India, according to
Dr. Shimkin, is the lack of niJ
trogel/- in the soil. This has
been bi,ought about by poor
farming methods and the exces,.
sive heat of the sun which destroyed 'both vegetation and the
bacteria in the soil that act as
nitrogen fixatives.
There is presently a scarcity
of fuel in India for heating and
cooking. This problem arose, as
Dr. Shimkin po,inted out, because the trees that were formerly used for fuel were indiscriminately removed long ago,
and the present condition of the
soil is too poor for proper tree
growth. This lack of fuel for
hot water and cooking contributes to poo,r sanitation that
leads in turn to diseases such
as influenza, pneumonia, tuberculosis, and chole·ra. Dr. Shimkin cited these four diseases as
being the major killers in India
today.
Within the time allotted Dr.
Shirnkin covered quite a bit of
territory concerning the geographic and economic aspects of
India. Howeve·r, as an anthropo1ogist, his perspective was
rather limited. He did bring up
a few facts about the caste system.
Dr. Shimkin mentioned the
fact that one of the characteristics of caste is that status is
usually ascribed by birth. This
sets limits ·on the economic mobility of the vast majority of the
population. As a consequence,
Dr. Shimkin claims that 88%
of the population is placed in
"a position of deference to the
- caste)
(upper
established
group." In the south, according
to Dr. Shimkin, the upper-caste
Dravidians compose only 5% of
the population, and 60% of the
land is owned by a mere 10%
of the population.
Shimkin
Dr.
In closing,
stressed the fact that India is
underdeveloped.
still rclately
He maintained that the natural
resources of India should be
sufficient to sustain the Indian
people with a reasonable decent
standard of living if the resources of the land and the people are developed and exploited
with the help of m o d e r n
methods of technology and education.

TRINITYSQUARE
PLAYHOUSE.
Broad & Bridgham
Streets, Providence

~
~~

Tel. EL 1-2700
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sal. al 8:30 PM

Tri1nity.
(Continued from Page 3)
mood and excitement by swift
delivery of lines, they h a v e
come dangerously close to sacrificing the text. Their pickup on
cues is a director's delight, technically perfect and a credit to
Adrian Hall. They have perfected through obvious detailed
work a production that constitutes two hours of sparkling
provoking
wit and thought
ideas and is highly recommended.

Now thru MAR. 27
G. B. SHAW'S

"Lowest Prices on Gas"

Vinnie
DUVA'S
~so Station
435 Mount Pleasant Ave.
UN 1-2410

"DONJUAN
IN HELL"
of the
The only real treatment
of se'\". ever written.
subject
Directed

by ADRIAN

HALL

TICKETS: S1.50, S2.50, $3.00, $3.50
AXLEROD MUSIC
AVERY PIANO THEATRE BOX OFFICE
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Assembly
G,eneral
(Continued from Page 1)
the student body. Steve was inf~rmed of this decision Friday
mght and mjlde two decisions
Sunday night. One, not to call
the General Assembly; and two,
to call a special senate meeting
Monday at 12:30.
. However, Monday morning he
discussed the matter individually with each of t he persons
present at the meeting Friday,
and he came to the decision that
the senate meeting was not
neces:sary. Steve mentioned at
the meeting Wednesday night
that he felt it was a mistake to
have not callled this special
meeting.
In a speech he had prepared
to give Monday, but read instead Wednesday, Steve said
that "randon groups of leaders
began to take on the responsibilities and duties of senate"
in calling a General Assembly.
He felt that this accident was
not one isolated event, but related to the other accidents
which have occurred on this
campus in recent years. "The
criminal record at rue must be
the most short-lived in history,
and senate must see that it is."
He felt that general exposure
of the problem would do little
to encourage the discovery of
the culprit. He stated that time
had already worked, and "a few
tongues had been loosened."
the
He again emphasized
point that "senate is the only
organization which has the auto
thority and responsibility
handle this situation legally,
adequately, and ,appropriately."
Mary McCarthy, present at
the meeting Friday, could see
Steve's point Monday, 'but was
still opposed to him, believing
that a General Ase-mbly is
necessary.

Jerry Lessard, also present
Friday, also differed with Steve
on the matter of the General
Assembly. He felt that there is
a definite need for action by
student government. in regard
to a General Assell).bly.
The one who called the meeting Friday, Diane Pace, said she
wanted to bring the issue out
and have it discussed by the students. She wanted this General
Assembly to discuss student
values on campus, not merely
the problem of the mannequin,
and have various leaders of the
student body as the speakers.
She had not intended to take
away any of the responsibility
She very strongly
of senate.
feels that this is "the students'
campus and the students' image,
and they should take heed."
The student leaders on campus
should assert their leadership
in this situation.
capabilities
For student leaders to bring
this matter to the gripe session
will be ineffective.
The owner of the mannequin
tO'ld Diane that he would replace the head at a cost of $150
and drop the matter with that.
Dave Young, was recognized
to speak, since he was also at
the meeting Friday. He stated
that the prevalent attitude of
senate as summed up in Steve's
speech is that senate is the only
body on campus which could
handle the situation, yet the
senators are only representing
the General Assembly which
actually has the power on
campus. He cited examples of
of the
how the excitement
General Assembly has created
action on this campus in the
past four years.
John Foley, present Friday,
stated that leaders of the College community had achieved a
rational level, but that emotional contagion in stirring in-

terest is almost better than
rational control. He too felt that
a General Assembly is called
for.
Since it was felt that senate
still had to pay for the mannequin, Bruce Page moved to allocate $150 to pay for the
The motion was
mannequin.
seconded and discussion continued.
at this
Diane interjected
point that tJhe mannequin when
it was new was worth $800 or
$900, yet the owner had allowed
the Winter Weekend Committee
to use this mannequin free of
charge. She added that he could
have asked that an entirely new
mannequin be bought, but he
didn't.
mentioned
Other senators
that a bilJ.l is always brought
back by all organizations for
any money spent, so why
should this case be any different? The committee promised
to give back the mannequin in
the condition received. Probably
the owner wouJ.d know the best
place to take the mannequin for
In asking for a bill,
repairs.
senate would be accusing the
dealing,
owner of underhand
alfter he had agreed to repair
it.
A new motion was proposed
by Dan Rivers to have the owner have it repaired and have-the
bill sent to student government.
The point was then mentioned
that this whole matter may involve legalities, and perhaps a
lawyer ought to be consulted.
Again Diane inteTjected a point
that the owner said he would
sign a receipt relleruiing the College from all damages.
Paul 'Cartier reminded the
senators of the moral responsibility they had to the students
fol" the $800, after Joihn Foley
had remarked that certain senators were letting down on their
responsibilities to suit the individual situations.
Tb.is motion was passe'.d.
'"If the only interest in the
problems is here (in sen.ate)
then we have a problem/ D~
This sentiment
Rivers stated.
was echoed by Diane Pace as
she moved to have a General
Assembly called. Tb.is motion
was passed.
In discussion, before passage
of the motion, Dan Rivers further stated, "If there is not interest in the student body, then
there is no purpose in us (senate)."
These problems cannot be decided unless they are brought
to the student body's attention
was the comment of one of the
senators. It was further stated
that this matter wou!ld µot be
organized if it were brought up
at the gripe session Thursday.
(Continued from Page 4)
of the unemployed.
'The persuasive presentations
of factual data by Diana De
Santis merited her the first
place in the debate. Charles
Downey, a superb orational addresser, placed second. The RJC
debaters were good on the
"shots" and the PC debaters
were good on the "rebounds."
However the Debate Club returned successful from their
trip to New York. No•rman
Langevin was awarded second
in
speaker
p'lace negative
OCNY Tournament. Best negative speaker out of 36 colleges
~Missed place by one point.
Denise Le-Blanc, Diane Di Santis
ranked 2nd best speakers in
twice.
their debates-ranked
Marilyn Goff-2nd best in 1 her
demate. RIC defeated Fordham
among others.

s
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Freedom
(Continued from Page 3)
sor of Law, University of Missouri) thoroughly analyses all
the recent decisions and capably detects the emerging lines
of Constitutional development.
He points out that, in a constitutional sense, academic freedom
can be viewed as an instrument
of democracy and consists of
the very core of freedom of
speech and association which is
so basic to free society and
which is so carefully protected
by our Constitution."
Finally, and here Professor
Comery puts himself in the most
precarious of positions, the author observes that "it has never been generally accepted that
academic freedom applies to
anyone but professional scholars . . . " and "students enjoy
it only insofar as the authorities ~?oose to grant it to them

From

The
Senate

Howie Boyaj's Election ComAt the· regular senate meeting
of March 3 1Mary McCarthy re- mittee reported that 420 or 35%
ported that in the meeting with of these eligible to vote for All
Helen
Mr. Geddes all the money in College Girl did so.
on
question had been found and Maziarz was congratulated
Girl.
College
All
as
election
her
accounted for.
The Civil Rights Committee
Mary moved that the $1500
in the savings account be trans- Chairman, Ron Smith, reported
ferred to the student. senate that Thursday at 1 p.m. James
general account, and the motion Farmer, national dhairman od:
was p,assed. 'She also moved that OORE, will speak to the stuthe Rll'C Theater be alllowed to dents. Hal Hopkins, a represenline' expenses from tative of RISE, spoke to the
transfer
first production to the second senators and asked that $150 be
production. This too was passed. allocated to RISE to pay Mr.
Farmer's expenses and a donaboard
From organizational
The American Civil Liberties
tion to National CORE. After
,the
that
reported
Powers
Bob
Union has considered this very
much discussion, RISE was allospent
Committee
'Bank
Blood
is
question, and its position
cated the $150 to pay expenses,
$51.73 for orange juice, coffee, purchase buttons, and a miniquite unequivocal:
"As a matter of fact we be- donuts, meals for the doctors mum donhtion of $100 to Naand nurses, and supplies. There tional 'CORE.
lieve that academic freedom
is as important to the stu- were 125 doners.
Mike Chambers, reporting for
dent as it is for the faculty
Bob also reported that a new the Student Center Committee,
is passed out a sheet of recommember. We recognize that Oampus Chest Chairman
. . . certain kinds of activi- needed, since the present chair- mendations
the
concerning
ties by students are widely man has to resign.
desk in the quiet
clearing
and, we believe
interpreted
\Student lounge. These printed recomMarilyn Shepherd,
in Coordinator, reported that the mendations for payment of the
sometimes misinterpreted
They are Big Eastern States Conference workers were approved.
the community.
because they will be held March 25-27 in New
misinterpreted
Following a fifteen minute
are not understood to be part
recess, senate devoted the rest
process. York City. She requested that of the meeting to a discussion
of an educational
be- $300 be allocated to the dele- of ' 1Campus Morals," as reportThey are misinterpreted
cause, not understood as part gates, and her request was ed on the front page of this isprocess, granted.
of an· educational
sue.
beThey are misinterpreted
cause, not understood as part
process,
of an educational
they are regarded as irresponsible kinds of actions."
(Continued from Page 1)
I submit that the educator
see how I could honestly preach
who cannot recognize that the
CommitCenter
Student
The
the gospel of Christ in a church
extracurriculum is part and partee needs student help to man that practiced
discrimination.
cel of the total educational
the But I never abandoned His
oversee
and
Board
Mail
the
process is an anachronism in
week teaching. It is still very much
the academic world of ·mid Mixed Lounge starting the
o_fMarch 22, 1965. An applicatwentieth century. The Univer- tion may be picked up at the part of my thinking."
1941-1945 Farmer
From
sity must be retained at a cita- desk or from any \ member of
race relations secreserved
del where students learn not the committee.
Please submit tary of the Fellowship of Recononly by examining the past but applications
and schedule of ciliation. From 1946-48 he took
also for developing the capacity classes as soon as possible via
drive in
for independent thought. Great the Student Mail Board in the part in the organizing
Upholstered
ideas can rarely be developed box marked "Student Center the SoutJh of the
International Union. In 1958 he
in an atmosphere of constraint Committee."
The hours that
five
As Harvard's help is needed range from 8 was designated one of aInterand oppression.
man delegation from the
Dean Griswold put it, "The Uni- a.m. to 10 p.m., except Friday.
nationa!l Confederation of Free
versity has a unique function At least five hours will be guarTrade Unions to fifteen African
not merely in systematizing the anteed by the committee and
Farmer also served
countries.
orthodox, but also in providing vice versa. An interview and
as a program director for the
the soil in which may be nour- a mass meeting will be schedNAACP and was a commentator
ished the speculative, the un- uled as soon as possible and on radio and television profashionable, and the unortho- will be announced via the Stu- grams sponsored by the United
"
dox ...
Board. Auto Workers in Detroit.
dent Senate Bulletin
The Anchor ed~torial "On The members of the committee
The first chapter of CORE
Academic Freedom" expresses are: Howard Zimmerman '65, was organized
in 1942 by
On the Frank DuVally '66, Donna Di Farmer and a group of students
a basic contradiction.
one hand the editorial asserts Christaforo '67, Janice Farrara at the University o!f Chicago.
that "At Rhode Island College '68, Mike Chambers 67, Ronald The group intended
in his
those who own and manage Lanoue '66.
words to "substitute bodies for
periodicals are the students. ·
exortations" and to apply it to
If this, is the case (and it certhe struggle for racial equality
tainly should be) then the Anin the United States, the techchor should not concede that
niques of non-violence and pasthe right of :press freedom besive resistance that Ghandi used
(Continued from Page 1)
longs to them only "in part. '
so successfully in India's strugin
p.m.
3
at
10,
March
nesday,
You cannot have Academic
gle for independence.
in
Room
Demonstration
the
Freedom in full measure, and
,¼ National Director of CORE
and
Building,
Science
Clarke
half
in
Academic responsibility
Farmer not only plans p110jects
If "the , editorial the second at 3 p.m. Wednesday, but also participates in carrying
measure.
opinions expressed ... are sole- March 17, in the same room. many of them out. He was one
Contestants will be required of the original freedom riders
ly those approved by the editorial board of the Anchor, and to take both exams. Veronica and like most of the group he
do not necessarily reflect the Garvey, a sophomore history spent forty days in jail in 1961.
views of Rhode Island College major from Central Falls be- He was next imprisoned
in
or the Board of Trustees of came the 40th quarterfina1ist August, 1963 for leading a Civil
State Colleges," then you-the
Rights demonstration• in P'laquestudents who are publishers are last week after it was dis- mine, Louisiana. On April 22,
been
had
exam
'her
that
covered
solely responsible for "libel or
1964, he was arrested with over
incitement to riots," and, not graded incorrectly. All students three
CORE
other
hundred
as you would contend: be re- have been urged to review their members from all over the
sponsible "to college authoriexams and report any errors country who had assembled in
ties" for these offenses.
~ew York to protest segregathat would raise their scores to tion and discrimination
George A. Levesque
pracAssistant Dean of Men the minimum ,of 41 points.
ticed by many states exhibiting
(Continued on Page 6)
University of Ottawa
at the World's Fair.

SenateForms,
CenterCommittee

...
Farmer

as

Bowl
(ol le,ge,
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Anchormen Cop Con·ference Crown
TakeTitle,
orm-en
Salem Falls in Semis,92-86 An-ch
68-59
th
e
Plymou
Toppl,
1

Rhode Island College took
their first step in retaining
their New England State College Athletic Conference basketball crown on Wednesday night,
March 3, in beating Salem
State College 92-86 at Whipple
Gymnasium. Not only did the
Anchormen reach the finals in
the N.E.S.C A.C. Tournament,
but one of its members broke
a school scoring record also.
Bill Mccaughey, 6'6 junior center, topped the old game high
scoring record of 37 points, set
by Ron Felber during the 196061 season against Bridgewater,
with a 38 point effort here
against Salem State. By defeating the Bay Staters, R.I.C.
reached the final round of the
tournament. They will play the
Panthers of Plymouth State at
Silver Hall in Plymouth.
R.I.C. got off to a slow start
becaus·e of miscues which turned
the ball over to the visitors.
At the start of the game, the
Anchormen lost their , ball at
least a dozen times through bad
passes. Although both teams
were keyed up, Salem seemed
to keep their composure. Slowly they built up a nine point
lead, 31-22, with seven minutes
remaining. It looked as though
the crew from Salem would
beat R.I.C for the third time
this season. But Mr. Mccaughey
had his own ideas. With the
help of his height and his fine

R.I.C. had three men score in
d o u b 1 e figures: Mccaughey
(38), Wheeler (17), Van LeesSalem had five:
ten (19).
(17),
(19), Galaris
O'Brien
(12), and
Stanford
(16),
Retos
Fulton (10).
This game was the last home
game to be played by Mike Van
Leesten and Jack Wheeler. Both
men have provided great basketball for the spectators this season. They both were valuable
players in helping R.I.C. to a
18-9.
21-5 record thus far this season.
As the second half started, These players will participate in
both teams battled to even the final game on Saturday,
March 6, in the N.E.S.C.A.C.
terms as leads were exchanged final at Silver Hall in Plymouth,
and ties were many. But the New Hampshire.
last .tie came at 53-53, when McThe summary:
Caughey hit a ten foot jump
R.I.C. (92)
shot giving R.I.C. the lead.
P.
F.
G.
38
12
13
From this point on, with the Mccaughey
19
3
8
Leesten
fine shooting of Wheeler, Mc- Van
17
1
8
Wheeler
7
1
3
caughey, and Van Leesten, and Rouleau
7
1
3
Traverse
the ball-handling of Traverse Paparella
4
0
2.
0
0
0
and Rouleau, R.I.C outscored Clement
0
0
0
Salem 16-6. This gave the An- Brzostecki
0
0
0
Silva
0
0
0
chormen a 69-59 lead with 6½ Lawrence
0
0
0
minutes remaining. But Salem Saccoia
18
92
37
Totals
had not given up. Tom O'Brien,
a hard man to defend because
Salem (86)
P.
F.
G.
of his apt ball-handling and
19
O'Brien
3
8
John Galaris, one of the nation's Galaris
17
5
6
7'
2
16
highest scorers, kept Salem at Retos
Stanford
2
5
12
the heels of the hosting Rhode Fulton
2
4
10
2
4
0
Island team. Fortu.nately, R.I.C. Gillis
King
2
1
4
had 1 the strength to turn aside Whelan
2
1
0
Ferris
0
2
2
the Bay Staters and win by a
six point margin 92-86.
Totals
34
18
86
sense of touch he kept the Anchormen within four points of
the visitors. Then with about
three minutes left Jack Wheeler got the range and reeled off
four straight baskets, all from
deep in th corner. With the
score 40-38 Salem, Big Bill
tapped in a shot at the half-time
buzzer knotting the score at 4040. In the final seven minutes,
through the scoring of Mccaughey, Wheeler, and Van
Leesten, R.I.C. out-scored Salem

Lettersto the Editor
Dear Editor:
After considering the cartoon
on the sport page of last week's
Anchor (March 2), I think the
the two
cartoon illustrating
losses of our basketball team is
outwardly a slap in the face to
the team. I think the caption
which read, "A funny thing
happened to me on the way to
Kansas City" and the cartoon
conspicuously mocks the outstanding record and effort of
our team throughout the basketball season.
To put it another way, the
basketball team owes the student body nothing; the student
body owes the basketball team
a great deal of gratitude and
for its efforts
appreciation
throughout the year, WIN OR
LOSE!
The team has done more than
its share to give R.I.C. a good
name; must the Anchor show
i.ts appreciation by such a cartoon as low as this?
Ray Patrone '57
Dear Editor:
We attended the "gripe session" held last Thursday afternoon as interested observers,
but left with a gripe of our
own. We resent the tone used
by some senators in addressing
the group regarding the "Case
of the Mutilated Mannequin.''
Their remarks reflected a "holier than thou" attitude which
implied that the students at the
meeting were irresponsible and
totally unconcerned about the
Perhaps these resituation.
marks may be applied to some
part of the student body, however, the students present at
Thursday's meeting, by their
displayed a
very attendance,
sense of responsibility and interest.
We realize that the senators
are very concerned with cam-

pus problems, but if they hope
for better participation by the
students at such meetings, as
they expressed Thursday, · we
suggest they climb down from
their pedestal, and treat those
students who have demonstrated their responsib~lity ,as maSenators should
ture adults.
also realize they are part of the
student body and not in a separate echelon of their own.
Anne Porter
Gerrie Vileno
Joan Murray
Dear Editor:
Now that Stunt Night is over
for another year, many comments can be heard concerning
the relative success of this
year's production, and in my
opinion, some of them are not
justified.
First of all, although a few
people on campus seem to feel
that this year's overall production was below par, many graduates who attended this year's
Stunt Night and have had the
opportunity to see five or six
other performances, feel that
this year's was better than average. I tend to agree with them
even though my experience is
limited.
But whether or not this production was superior or inferior
technically to past years is rel
atively unimportant as far as I
am concerned, for I believe that
has
production
year's
this
achieved something that has
never been achieved beforenamely, a spirit of cooperation
among the four classes.
In the past, Stunt Night has
usually resulted in bitterness,
resentment and an extreme and
unhealthy sense of competition
between classes. However, the
of Stunt
purposes
primary
a
students
give
Night-to
chance to participate in class

activities, to meet new people,
and to develop a spirit of enbe
thusiasm on campus-can
achieved much more effectively
of
the atmosphere
through
and cooperation
friendliness
that has been shown this year
rather than through the attitude
of one class battling another.
Although we didn't win, I
feel that the sophomore class
did much to foster spirit of
cooperation with other classes,
and I firmly believe that my
class, more than any other
class, enjoyed Stunt Night, because of the cohesive spirit
within the group. This in itself is something to be proud
of.
At the risk of sounding trite,
I will conclude by saying that
winning really isn't everything.
Sincerely,
Barbara Rossi
Stunt Night Chairman
Class of '67
Dear Editor:
In answer to Mr. Flemming's
letter in the Anchor (March 2,
1965), I would very briefly like
to state that I did not intentionally leave out the word "Socialist" in my article.
I was under the impression
that it was "Socialism" I was
referring to when I spoke about
I am sorry
"radical steps."
that some people did not have
In any
the same impression.
case I thought my position was
quite clear, since I am a Socialist and the advisor to the
newly formed Young People's
Socialist League of Rhode Island College.
Sincerely,
Ara Dostourian
Dear Editor:
We are odd. We came here
to learn, with both the potenWe
tial and desire to learn.
have since been told otherwise.

Rhode Island College won its
second consecutive New England State College Athletic Conchampionbasketball
ference
ship at Plymouth, New Hampshire, Saturday night as the
Anchormen defeated Plymouth
State College by the score of
68-59.

In this game the Anchormen
combined good defense, fine
side shooting, good ball handling plus accuracy from the
foul line to defeat the hustling
Plymouth team.
The scoring of Bill Mccaughey and Mike Van Leesten
sparked Rhode Island to a 37-30
lead at half time. RIC had a
of 53%
shooting percentage
from the floor during the first
half.
During the second half, in an
attempt to overcome a ten point
deficit, Plymouth began to em·
ploy a tight man to man defense. Despite this and the fact
that two technical fouls were

called against them, the Anchormen retained the lead.
With about six minutes to go
and the score 56-49 against
them, Plymouth began to use
fouling tactics. The Anchormen
had gone into a passing and
weaving attack that consumed
time quickly. The fouling tactics backfired however as Stan
Traverse, Dick Rouleau and McCaughey sank their free throws
and RIC kept the lead.
Mccaughey and Rouleau led
the Anchormen in scoring with
17 points each. Captain Mike
Van Leestan, playing his final
game for RIC had 15 points and
Traverse had 13. Steve Hanford,
of Plymouth, topped all scorers
with 20 points and Al Neri had
13.

This game brought the curtain down on the 19641965
basketball season in fine fashion. Coach Tom Sheehan's crew
finished the season with a very
fine 22-5 record.

Before it is too late we would and aid us in attempting to find
like to make a statement of our a solution.
Some Members of the
we are totally
beliefs-before
Class of 1968
brain-washed.
Since we began our "educational career" last fall, we have
been told to be adults and
"think," but if we so much as
make an attempt to express our
own opinions we are completely suffocated by the narrow
minded attitudes of the College.
we
enough,
Surprisingly
would like to be adults and
broaden our minds, regardless
of marks, degrees or possible
We feel a
future salaries.
change in the attitude of the
College is very much overdue.
If we are ever to become mature adults, we must be treated
as adults with minds of our
own.
We see no point in being
forced to memorize and regurgitate senseless conversations in
foreign languages, rather than
being encouraged to think and
express ourselves in those languages. We are tired of being
examinagiven departmental
tions in which each class has
been given different as to what
the exam will cover. We are
disappointed that the fine educational television facilites of
the College are so poorly used.
We are being pushed into a
The College is overly
mold.
of superficialities.
conscious
The only scholastic concern has
become pursuit of marks instead of knowledge and self-improvement.
We are not looking for easier
work. We are looking for an
interesting challenge. If we fail
in something difficult and learn
a little, we would feel that we
had succeeded more than if we
had passed and learned nothing.
We have academically survived nearly one year and,
since four make an "educated''
man in our society, we expect
to complete three more. Perhaps in those three years our
po8ition will become such that
we will be able to identify ourselves with our beliefs. Until
that time we feel we must remain anonymous, hoping that
faculty members and other students will recognize our plight

Dear Editor:
Will the person who found
the black leather clutch bag
which was left in the dressing
room of Robert's Hall Aud. on
Tues., March 2 please turn it
in to the lost and found dept.
The small amount of money in
the bag is of no concern, but
there are other valuable articles
such as driver's license, ID
card, and social security card in
the bag which are of no use
to anyone except the owner.
The return of the pocketbook
and its contents would be appreciated very much.
Carol Voight

CollegeBowl...
(Continued from Page 5)
Mr. Dostourian said he hoped
to detesting
to complete
termine the eight finalists by
the end of March, and to devote
April and May to training them.
Four would finally be chosen
to go on the show, and the
otiher four would be alternates.
coBissland,
H.
James
ordinator of the College Bowl
project, said the tests would not
be difficult.
"They will be impossible," he
said.

Exam Tomorrow!

Are You Prepared?
Largest Selection of
Student Aids in R. I.
-COS
-Barron's
-Monarch
-Oxford
-Hyman:
-Amsco
-Study
-Cliff's
Master
Notes
-Schaums
-Arco
• Foreign Translations
• Art Prints and Drawings
• Graduate School Preparation Books
• College Texts Bought and
Sold

BookShoppe
Lincoln
905 Westminster Street
At Hoyle Sq. DE 1-0622

